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Preface

Unreal Engine 4 is a powerful game engine used by many professional and indie game developers. When using a tool such as Unreal Engine for the first time, figuring out where to begin can be a daunting task. This book provides a starting point by introducing you to the interface, workflow, and many of the editors and tools Unreal Engine 4 has to offer. It will help you get a strong foundation you can later build on, and it will spark your interest to explore Unreal Engine and game design further. Each chapter is designed to get you up and running quickly in key areas.

Who Should Read This Book

If you want to learn to make games, applications, or interactive experiences but don’t know where to begin, this book and Unreal Engine are for you. This book is for anyone interested in understanding the fundamentals of Unreal Engine. Whether you are new to game development, a hobbyist, or a student learning to become a professional, you will find something useful in these pages.

How This Book Is Organized and What It Covers

Following the Sam’s Teach Yourself approach, this book is organized into 24 chapters that should take approximately 1 hour each to work through:

- **Hour 1, “Introducing Unreal Engine 4”:** This hour gets you up and running by showing you how to download and install Unreal Engine 4 and introduces you to the Editor interface.

- **Hour 2, “Understanding the Gameplay Framework”:** This hour introduces you to the concept of the Gameplay Framework, a key component of every project created in UE4.

- **Hour 3, “Coordinates, Transforms, Units, and Organization”:** This hour helps you understand how the measurement, control, and organizational systems work in UE4.

- **Hour 4, “Working with Static Mesh Actors”:** In this hour, you learn how to import 3D models and use the Static Mesh Editor.
• Hour 5, “Applying Lighting and Rendering”: In this hour, you learn how to place lights in a level and how to change their properties.

• Hour 6, “Using Materials”: This hour teaches you how to use textures and materials in UE4.

• Hour 7, “Using Audio System Elements”: In this hour, you learn to import audio files, create Sound Cue assets, and place Ambient Sound Actors into a level.

• Hour 8, “Creating Landscapes and Foliage”: In this hour, you learn to work with UE4’s landscape system to create your own landscapes and how to use the foliage system.

• Hour 9, “World Building”: In this hour, you apply what you learned in the previous hours and create a level.

• Hour 10, “Crafting Effects with Particle Systems”: In this hour, you learn the fundamental controls of Cascade, which you can use to craft dynamic particle effects.

• Hour 11, “Using Skeletal Mesh Actors”: In this hour, you learn about the Persona Editor and the different asset types needed to bring characters and creatures to life.

• Hour 12, “Matinee and Cinematics”: In this hour, you learn to use the Matinee Editor and animate cameras and meshes.

• Hour 13, “Learning to Work with Physics”: In this hour, you learn to make Actors simulate physics to respond to the world around them, and you also learn how to constrain them.

• Hour 14, “Introducing Blueprint Visual Scripting System”: In this hour, you are introduced to basic scripting concepts and learn to use the Level Blueprint Editor.

• Hour 15, “Working with Level Blueprints”: In this hour, you learn about Blueprint event sequences and create a collision event that responds to the player’s actions.

• Hour 16, “Working with Blueprint Classes”: In this hour, you learn how to create a Blueprint class, use Timeline, and create a simple Pickup Actor.

• Hour 17, “Using Editable Variables and the Construction Script”: In this hour, you learn to use the Construction Script and editable variables to make modifiable Actors.

• Hour 18, “Making Key Input Events and Spawning Actors”: In this hour, you learn to make a keyboard input event that spawns an Actor during gameplay.

• Hour 19, “Making an Action Encounter”: In this hour, you use an existing Game mode and Blueprint classes to design and create your own first- or third-person action-based obstacle course.
Preface

- **Hour 20, “Creating an Arcade Shooter: Input System and Pawns”:** In this hour, you begin work on a 1990s arcade-style space shooter. You learn about the input system and user-controlled Actors called Pawns.

- **Hour 21, “Creating an Arcade Shooter: Obstacles and Pickups”:** In this hour, you continue working on the arcade shooter game, creating asteroid obstacles and health pickups, and you learn how to utilize Blueprint class inheritance.

- **Hour 22, “Working with UMG”:** In this hour, you learn to use the Unreal Motion Graphics UI designer and make a start menu.

- **Hour 23, “Making an Executable”:** In this hour, you learn the quick path to preparing a project for deployment to other devices.

- **Hour 24, “Working with Mobile”:** In this hour, you learn optimization guidelines and techniques for working with mobile devices and some simple ways to utilize touch and motion sensors.

We hope you enjoy this book and benefit from it. Good luck on your journey with the UE4 game engine!

**Companion Files:** To gain access to project files and downloads, go to the book’s companion website at www.sty-ue4.com.
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HOUR 20
Creating an Arcade Shooter: Input Systems and Pawns

What You’ll Learn in This Hour:

- Identifying requirements with a design summary
- Creating a new project
- Making a custom Game Mode
- Creating a custom Pawn and Player Controller
- Controlling a Pawn’s movement
- Setting up a fixed camera

When making a new video game, you almost always have the player take control of something in the game world. This can mean a full character or a simple object. What is important is that the player does something, like press a key or pull a trigger, and something in the game responds. In UE4, you use Player Controllers to interpret those physical actions and Pawns to act them out. This hour explores these concepts and helps you create your first game—a simple arcade shooter. You will learn how to determine requirements from a design brief, how to create and set up a new project, how to spawn and use a Pawn, and how to set up a game camera.

NOTE

Hour 20 Setup

In this hour, you begin to create a game from scratch. You will create a Blank project with Starter Content. In the Hour_20 folder (available on the book’s companion website at www.sty-ue4.com), you will find the assets that you need to work with along with a version of the game called H20_ArcadeShooter that you can use to compare your results.
Identifying Requirements with a Design Summary

No two games are exactly alike. It is important to focus on the fundamental elements you want to include in a game. In this hour, you will make a simple arcade shooter, similar to *Space Invaders* or *Asteroids*. Before you can create the game, you need to determine the requirements and features.

Your design in this case is simple: The player controls a spaceship that can move left or right and has to either dodge or destroy asteroids that are in the way.

Identifying Requirements

It is crucially important to take some time when starting a project to determine what types of interactions are necessary to make the design a reality. Understanding the requirements for a game helps you focus production. For the game you create in this hour, you can break down the design summary into the following component parts:

- The player controls a spaceship.
- The spaceship can move left or right.
- Asteroids are in the player’s way, moving downward.
- The spaceship can shoot the asteroids to destroy them.

Breaking down the summary brings up some things you need to keep in mind. The design tells you that you will need an Actor in the game that the player can control; in UE4, these are called *Pawns*. The design also tells you that the movement of the spaceship is limited to one axis. This requirement means you need to set up input bindings for that one axis. Because you know the player is constrained, you can also assume that the camera is fixed and that the player does not control it. You also see what obstacles the player will face and that another type of input is needed to fire a projectile.

Creating a Game Project

The first thing you always need to do when creating a new game is create a new project in UE4. UE4 provides a lot of great starting content and templates for new projects. You can also create fantastic experiences from scratch by using the Blank Project template during project creation.
TIP

**Setting Your Startup Level**
You can change the default start level that the game and the Editor use by selecting **Project Settings > Maps & Modes**. Changing **Editor Default Map** to the map you are currently working on can speed up your process, and changing **Game Default Map** changes the map the game uses to start (when playing in Standalone).

In the following Try It Yourself, you create a new blank project and an empty map to use as a blank canvas to build your game-creation experience.

---

**TRY IT YOURSELF**

**Create a New Project and Default Level**

Follow these steps to create a new blank project and replace the default level with a new empty level as the foundation for your arcade shooter:

1. Launch the UE4 Project Browser and go to the **New Project** tab, as shown in Figure 20.1.
2. Select the **Blank Project** template.
3. Target the project to **Desktop/Console**.
4. Set the Quality setting to **Maximum Quality**.
5. Set the folder location for your project to be stored.
6. Name the new project **ArcadeShooter**.
7. Click the **Create Project** button to create your new project.
8. When your new project loads, select **File > New Level** (or press **Ctrl+N**).
9. When your new project loads, select **File > New Level** (or press **Ctrl+N**).
10. Choose the **Default** template from the New Level dialog.
11. In the Save Level As dialog, right-click the **Content** directory and select **New Folder**. Rename the new folder **Maps**.
12. Make sure the **Maps** directory is selected and in the **Name** field, name the map **Level_0**.
13. Click **Save**.
14. In the Project Settings panel, click **Maps & Modes**.
15. Set both Game Default Map and Editor Startup Map to **Level_0**.
The Maps Folder

While you can store level UAssets in any directory inside the Content directory, it is highly recommended that you store all levels in a directory named Maps. As long as your level is within a folder named Maps, it will show up in drop-down lists like the ones for the game default map. It will also make using the UE4 Front End executable for distribution and cooking slightly simpler by finding your levels automatically.

Now that you have created a basically empty level, you can move on to setting up the game’s logic and systems.
Creating a Custom Game Mode

You need a place to store your game’s logic and behaviors. In UE4, each level has its own Blueprint, which is one place to store game logic, but putting too much scripting in the Level Blueprint means a lot of copying and pasting down the road to transfer that logic to new levels and maps. Instead, UE4 has the concept of a Game Mode. Like Level Blueprints, Game Modes can store complex behaviors related to a game, but unlike with Level Blueprints, that behavior can be shared between multiple levels.

The Game Mode is responsible for defining the behavior of the game being played and enforcing rules. The Game Mode holds information about items a player begins the game with, what happens when the player dies or the game ends, game time limits, and scores.

Game modes are the glue between many of the different systems in a game. Game mode Blueprints hold the characters or Pawns you are using and also reference which HUD class to use, which spectator class to used, and the game state and player state classes that control the information necessary for multiplayer experiences.

At the most basic level, the Game Mode sets the rules of the current game—for example, how many players can join, how level transitions are handled, information about when the game is paused or active, and game-specific behaviors like win and loss conditions.

Creating a new Game Mode is easy. In the Content Browser, right-click and select Blueprint Class to open the Pick Parent Class window, which is where you can select Game Mode, as shown in Figure 20.2.
FIGURE 20.2
The Pick Parent Class window. This commonly used window offers several class options, including the Game Mode option you need now.

TRY IT YOURSELF

Create a New Game Mode Blueprint Class

Follow these steps to create a new Game Mode Blueprint class to store the game’s logic:

1. In the Content Browser, right-click and select Folder.
2. Name this folder Blueprints.
3. Double-click the Blueprints folder to open it.
4. In the Content Browser, right-click and select Blueprint Class.
5. In the Pick Parent Class window that appears, select Game Mode.
6. Name your new Game Mode ArcadeShooter_GameMode.
7. Select File > Save All (or press Ctrl+S).
Now that you have a new Game Mode, you need to tell UE4 to load it instead of the default Game Mode. You do this in the Project Settings panel.

**TIP**

**Level Overrides**

Sometimes it is necessary to use different Game Modes during different parts of a game. Each level can also override the Game Mode and class settings. To change these settings on a per-level basis, select `Window > World Settings` and find the Game Mode Override property. This property works exactly as it does in the Project Settings panel. Also, when you add a Game Mode Override setting, you can override other properties, such as those for Pawns or HUD classes, which can be especially useful when you’re prototyping new features.

There is only ever one Game Mode present per level—either the default Game Mode set in the Project Settings panel or the Game Mode set on a per-level basis. In a multiplayer game, the Game Mode only ever runs on the server, and the results of the rules and state are sent (replicated) to each client.

---

**TRY IT YOURSELF**

**Set the New Default Game Mode**

Follow these steps to use the Maps & Modes section of the Project Settings panel to set the default Game Mode for your game:

1. Select `Edit > Project Settings`.
2. In the Project Settings panel, click the Maps & Modes section.
3. In the Default Modes section, click the Default GameMode field to open the search box for all Game Modes.
4. Select your newly created `ArcadeShooter_GameMode` Game Mode.

---

**Creating a Custom Pawn and Player Controller**

In UE4, Actors that are controlled directly by players or artificial intelligence (AI) are called Pawns. These Pawns can be practically anything: dinosaurs, humans, monsters, vehicles, bouncy balls, spaceships, even animate food. Any player- or AI-controlled entity in a game is a Pawn. Some games may not have physical or visible representations of players, but Pawns are still used to represent the physical locations of players in the game world.
Pawns define the visible appearance of the controlled objects and also can control movement, physics, and abilities. It is often useful to think of them as the physical bodies of the player in the game world.

The non-physical representation of a player is a Controller. Controllers are the interface between a Pawn and the player or AI controlling it.

Controllers are Actors that can possess and control Pawns. Again, Controllers are non-physical and usually do not directly determine physical properties (e.g., appearance, movement, physics) of the possessed Pawn. Instead, they are more the representation of the will or intent of the player.

There is a one-to-one relationship between Controllers and Pawns—in other words, one Controller per Pawn and one Pawn per Controller. With this in mind, Pawns can be possessed (i.e., controlled) by AI through an AI Controller or by a player through a Player Controller.

The default Player Controller handles most behavior you need for your game, but you should create your own Pawn.

**Inheriting from the Default Pawn**

To create a Pawn, you can create a new Blueprint class. This time, however, you start with a class from the All Classes section of the Pick Parent Class window that has a few more features already premade for you. When you create a Blueprint class, you expand the All Classes to get access to all the classes in the project. As shown in Figure 20.3, you can look through this list for specific classes. In this case, you want to use the DefaultPawn class because it automatically sets up some of the behaviors that you are going to need in your game.

![Figure 20.3](image)

**FIGURE 20.3**

In the Pick Parent Class window, expand the All Classes subsection and search for the Pawn you want, such as DefaultPawn.

**TIP**

**Class Inheritance**

Inheriting from an existing class allows generalized behaviors to be shared with extreme ease. By inheriting from the DefaultPawn class, for example, you create a class that is a clone of several generalized behaviors but that has the ability to make specific changes. If improvements are made to the DefaultPawn class (or any of its parents), your Pawn will automatically receive those improvements as well.

Using inheritance throughout a project helps you avoid repetition and inconsistent work.
Create Custom Pawn and Player Controller Classes

Follow these steps to create a new Blueprint class that inherits from the DefaultPawn class and create a new Blueprint class that inherits from the Player-Controller class:

1. In the Content Browser, navigate to the Blueprints folder.
2. Right-click in the Content Browser and select Blueprint Class.
3. In the Pick Parent Class window that appears, expand the All Classes category.
4. In the Search field, type `defaultPawn` and select the `DefaultPawn` class from the results. Click Select at the bottom of the window.
5. Rename the new Pawn Blueprint class `Hero_Spaceship`.
6. Right-click in the Content Browser and select Blueprint Class.
7. In the Pick Parent Class window that appears, expand the Common Classes category and select Player Controller.
8. Rename the new Player Controller Blueprint class `Hero_PC`.

You now have a new Pawn class, and you need to understand the different parts that make up the class. Double-click your new `Hero_Spaceship` class in the Content Browser to open it in the Blueprint Class Editor.

Look at the component hierarchy. By default, there are three components in a DefaultPawn class: CollisionComponent, MeshComponent, and MovementComponent (see Figure 20.4). These three components handle the major types of behaviors a Pawn is responsible for.
CollisionComponent handles both physics collisions of the Pawn and trigger overlaps of the Pawn with volumes or Actors in the level. It represents the physical volume of the Pawn and can be shaped to fit the Pawn’s simplified form. CollisionComponent does not show up in a game and is not part of the Pawn’s visual representation.

MeshComponent controls the visuals in a game. Right now for your game, this MeshComponent class is a sphere, meaning that the visual representation of your Pawn is a sphere. You can replace or modify MeshComponent to make your Pawn look like anything you desire. You can also add other types of components here to change the visuals, including Particle Emitters, Skeletal Meshes, 2d Sprites, and complex hierarchies of Static Meshes.

MovementComponent controls your Pawn’s movement. Using MovementComponent is a convenient way of handling player movement. Complex tasks (such as checking for collision and handling velocity) are simplified through the convenient interface of MovementComponent.

Because you haven’t changed it yet, your Pawn is currently just a simple sphere. You can change this by replacing MeshComponent completely or by changing its Static Mesh reference. In the next Try It Yourself, you will import the UFO mesh used by many of the UE4 content examples and then replace the current Pawn’s mesh with it.

**Make the Spaceship Look Good**

Your new Pawn is pretty drab as a sphere. Follow these steps to improve its looks:

1. In the root folder in the Content Browser, right-click and select New Folder to create a new folder.
2. Rename this new folder Vehicles.
3. Open the Vehicles folder and click the Import button.
4. In the Import dialog, navigate to the Hour_20/RawAssets/Models folder that comes with the book.
5. Select the UFO.FBX file and click Open.
6. In the FBX Import Options dialog that appears, leave all the settings at their defaults and click Import All.
7. In the Content Browser click Save All (or press Ctrl+S).
8. In the Content Browser, navigate to the Blueprints folder and double-click the Hero_Spaceship Blueprint class UAsset to open it in the Blueprint Class Editor.
9. If the Editor shows only the Class Defaults panel, then in the note beneath the panel title, click the Open Full Blueprint Editor link.
Controlling a Pawn’s Movement

UE4 makes controlling a Pawn’s movement very easy. Because you inherited your Pawn from the DefaultPawn class, all the heavy lifting has already been done. To see just how simple it is to control your Pawn’s movement, you can test your work.

First, you need to tell the Game Mode to spawn the player using your new Hero_Spaceship Pawn by default. You set this in the class Defaults panel in the Game Mode’s Blueprint Class Editor or in the Maps & Modes section of the Project Settings panel.

In the next Try It Yourself, you set the Hero_Spaceship Pawn class as the default Pawn class in ArcadeShooter_GameMode. You also set the Player Controller class to Hero_PC.

**Set the DefaultPawn and PlayerController Classes**

The Game Mode needs to know which Pawn and Player Controller you want to be spawned when the game starts. Follow these steps to set these things now:

1. In the Content Browser, navigate to the Blueprints folder and double-click the ArcadeShooter_GameMode Blueprint class UAsset.
2. In the class Defaults panel, in the Classes category, find the Default Pawn Class property and click its down arrow.
3. Select the Hero_Spaceship Blueprint class.
4. Also in the class Defaults panel, click the down arrow next to the Player Controller property and select the Hero_PC Blueprint class.
5. In the toolbar, click Compile and then click Save.
With Hero_Spaceship set up to be the Game Mode’s default Pawn, you are ready to test your Pawn’s movement. In the Level Editor toolbar, click **Play**, as shown in Figure 20.5. When the game starts, use the **arrow keys** or **WSAD** to move around. You can also use the mouse to look around. When you are done, press the **Esc** key to stop.

**CAUTION**

**Using a Player Start**

If things don’t seem to be working, it may be because there is no Player Start Actor in the scene. If you don’t see Player Start in your World Outliner panel, you can easily add a new one by going to **Modes > Basic > Player Start** and dragging it into the world. Remember to rotate the Player Start Actor to the direction in which you want your Pawn to come out looking!

---

Although your Pawn can move freely, a couple things don’t seem to match your design brief. First, the camera is first person instead of top-down and fixed. Second, your Pawn is moving forward and backward as well as side to side. In this case, you want to pull back from all the features that UE4 has provided you and put in some logic to lock things down.

### Disabling the Default Movement

The DefaultPawn class does a lot automatically, but in this case, you want to more manual control. Luckily, it’s pretty simple to get that control. The DefaultPawn class’s Defaults panel contains a property called Add Default Movement Bindings, which is selected by default. By unselecting this property, you can disable the DefaultPawn class’s basic movement and overwrite its behavior and bindings with your own (see Figure 20.6).

---

**FIGURE 20.5**

Click the Play button on the toolbar to instantly test your game while staying in the Editor.

**FIGURE 20.6**

In the Class Defaults of the Pawn, disable the Add Default Movement Bindings check box.
Setting Up Input Action and Axis Mappings

A locked spaceship isn’t exactly what you want. It looks like you quickly swung from too much freedom to none at all, and you need to add back some user control. One part of this is binding different keypresses to different actions. Taking an input—like a joystick movement, a keypress, or a trigger pull—and registering a specific action with that input is called input binding, and you do this at the Project level.

To set input binding, select Settings > Project Settings and then open the Input section of the Project Settings panel. At the top of this section are two lists in the Bindings section: Action Mappings and Axis Mappings. The difference between these two sections is subtle but important. Action mappings are for single keypress and release inputs. These are usually used for jumping, shooting, and other discrete events. Axis mappings are for continuous input, such as movement, turning, and camera control. Both types of mappings can be used simultaneously and picking the right type of binding for your actions will make creating complex and rich player interactions easier.

Axis mappings work slightly differently depending on the hardware generating an input. Some hardware (such as mice, joysticks, or gamepads) return input values to UE4 in a range from −1 to 1. UE4 can scale that value, depending on how much the user wants to let the input influence the game. Keyboards, however, separate up and down and left and right to different keys and don’t provide a continuous range of input. A key is either pressed or it isn’t, so when you’re binding a key as an axis mapping, UE4 needs to be able to interpret that pressed key as a value on that same −1 to 1 scale.

**TRY IT YOURSELF**

**Disable Default Movement**

In the game you are creating, the default Pawn is doing more than you need. Follow these steps to disable this behavior through the Hero_Spaceship Pawn’s Blueprint class defaults:

1. In the Content Browser, navigate to the Blueprints folder and double-click the Hero_Spaceship Blueprint class.
2. In the Class Defaults panel, in the Pawn category, ensure that the Add Default Movement Bindings property’s check box is unchecked to disable this feature.
3. In the toolbar, click Compile and then click Save.
4. Play again and notice that you can no longer move around. The camera is still in first person, but your spaceship is now locked where it was spawned.
For movement, you use axis mappings, and in your arcade shooter, you are limiting the player’s movement to a single axis, so the player can move either left or right. In the next Try It Yourself, you set up the input bindings to support left and right movement for your Pawn.

**Try It Yourself**

Create the MoveRight Set of Mappings

In the following steps, you set up the game to be prepared for user input. Bind all the appropriate keys and the left gamepad thumbstick to left and right movement. Any bindings that will cause the user to move left instead of right should have a value of \(-1.0\) set for their scale.

1. Select **Edit > Project Settings**.
2. In the Project Settings panel, select the **Input** category.
3. Under the Bindings category, find the Axis Mappings property, click the + icon beside it.
4. Expand the Axis Mappings field by clicking the arrow to the left of it, and rename the mapping **MoveRight**.
5. Click the arrow to the left of the MoveRight binding to expand the key binding list.
6. Click the + icon beside the MoveRight field four times to create five None mappings.
7. Click the down arrow next to each None field and replace each field to match Figure 20.7.
8. Ensure that each Scale property is set to match Figure 20.7.

**FIGURE 20.7**
The Axis Mappings settings for MoveRight, which have three parts each: the name of the mapping, the key or axis that is being bound, and the amount positive or negative of the input that should be accumulated each second.

At the top of the Axis Mappings properties in the Project Settings panel is a field where you input the name for the action that is to be performed. You click the + symbol beside the action name to add a new binding. Each binding has two parts: the input that is being bound and a scale next to it that modulates the result.
You want the game to treat keypresses, like A and D, as a continuous axis. To do this, you need to have some of those keys be negative; in other words, when you press left, you want the axis to go down, and when you press right, you want the axis to go up.

For thumbstick axes (e.g., Gamepad Left Thumbstick X-Axis), the negative values are already calculated, so the scale should usually just be 1.0.

In this example, the keys A and D, the left arrow and right arrow keys, and the Gamepad Left Thumbstick are all being bound to the MoveRight action. This brings up an important distinction: By using Action Mappings and Axis Mappings, you can bind multiple different input methods to the same event. This means less testing and duplication of Blueprint scripts in your project, and it means everything becomes more readable. Instead of having Blueprint scripts checking whether the A key is pressed, the Blueprint can just update movement when the MoveRight event is triggered.

But just creating an input binding doesn’t make things move. Now you need to actually use the MoveRight action.

**Using Input Events to Move a Pawn**

You are now ready to set up movement again. You have a fancy input axis called MoveRight and a Pawn that is just itching to move again. First, you need to open the Blueprint Class Editor of your Pawn and go to the Event Graph. Here, you can begin to lay down behaviors that will fire when your MoveRight action is triggered.

In the Event Graph, right-clicking and searching for your action by name, MoveRight, brings up the InputAxis MoveRight event into the graph, as shown in Figure 20.8.

**FIGURE 20.8**

Axis mappings show up by name under Axis Events. There are also Axis Values functions and Pawn functions, but these functions are not what you are looking for in this case.
Once you have an axis event, you can query the axis value and convert it into movement.

To do this you need a few more Blueprint nodes, starting with Add Movement Input. This function works with MovementComponent to interpret a value and a world space direction to move the Pawn in.

By hooking up the **InputAxis MoveRight** event’s execution pin and the value that is returned in **Axis Value** to **Add Movement Input**, MovementComponent can take the player’s inputs and move the Pawn in a world direction.

Since you want the spaceship to move left or right on input, you need to take the vector coming from the Pawn’s right axis. You can get this vector by using the Get Actor Right Vector node and plugging its Return Value into the Add Movement Input’s World Direction (see Figure 20.9).

![Figure 20.9](image)
The finished graph of the Add Movement Input.

### TRY IT YOURSELF

**Hook Up the MoveRight Axis Mapping to the Pawn’s Movement**

With the MoveRight axis mapping, the Pawn needs to know how to interpret the values that come from the mapping. Follow these steps to hook up the simple graph required to tell the Pawn how to move on player input:

1. In the Content Browser, navigate to the **Blueprints** folder and double-click the **Hero_Spaceship** Pawn’s Blueprint class to open the Blueprint Class Editor.
2. Right-click in an open space in the **Event Graph** and enter **moveright** in the search box.
3. Select **Axis Events > MoveRight** from the search results.
4. Click+drag from the InputAxis MoveRight event node’s exec out pin and place an **Add Movement** input node.
TIP

Default Pawn Goodness

In your game, you use Add Movement Input, which takes a world direction. This powerful function can move the Pawn in any direction. The DefaultPawn class, however, gives you some convenience functions for this exact use case. Try replacing the Add Movement Input and Get Actor Right Vector with the DefaultPawn class’s MoveRight function. This will have exactly the same result, but it keeps the graph a little bit cleaner, as shown in Figure 20.10.

FIGURE 20.10
Alternative setup, showing the DefaultPawn class’s MoveRight function instead of the Add Movement Input node.

Setting Up a Fixed Camera

Right now, your game has a camera that follows your Pawn around. This is the default, but for the game you want to make, it isn’t quite right. Instead, you want a camera to stay fixed, looking down at the spaceship from above. You also don’t want it to move when the Pawn does.

5. Hook the InputAxis MoveRight event node’s Axis Value output pin to the Add Movement Input node’s Scale Value input pin.

6. Click+drag from the Add Movement Input node’s World Direction input pin and place a Get Actor Right Vector node.

7. On the toolbar, click Compile and then click Save.

8. When this graph is all hooked up, test the game again. Pressing any of the input keys (A, D, left arrow, right arrow) or using a compatible gamepad’s left thumbstick should move the camera either right or left.
To solve this quandary, you can use Camera Actors and view targets and the built-in PlayerController class to set the view that a player sees. This setup could be done in the Level Blueprint, but it would then be more difficult to port your game logic to a new level. Instead, you are going to bundle this camera logic into a Game Mode. When the game begins, the Game Mode will spawn a camera for your game and then tell the PlayerController class to use that new camera.

In the next Try It Yourself, you use the BeginPlay event and the SPawn Actor from Class node to create a new camera and position it with a Make Transform node before setting it as the PlayerController class’s view target.

**TRY IT YOURSELF**

Create and Set a Fixed-Position Camera

Follow these steps to use the ArcadeShooter_GameMode to spawn a new camera and set it as the PlayerController class’s view target:

1. In the Content Browser, navigate to the **Blueprints** folder and double-click the **ArcadeShooter_GameMode** Blueprint class to open the Blueprint Class Editor.

2. If the Editor shows only the Class Defaults panel, then in the note beneath the panel title, click the **Open Full Blueprint Editor** link.

3. In the EventGraph, locate the Event BeginPlay node, and if it doesn’t exist, create it by right-clicking and searching for **begin play**.

4. Click + drag from the Event BeginPlay node’s exec out pin and place a **SPawn Actor from Class** node.

5. On the SPawn Actor from Class node, click the down arrow in the Select Class field, and select **CameraActor**.

6. Click + drag from the SPawnActor CameraActor node’s SPawn Transform property and place a **Make Transform** node.

7. Set the Make Transform node’s Location property to **0.0, 0.0, 1000.0**.

8. Set the Make Transform node’s Rotation property to **0.0, −90.0, 0.0**.

9. To the right of the SPawnActor CameraActor node place a new **Get Player Controller** node.

10. Click + drag from the Get Player Controller node’s Return Value output pin and place a **Set View Target with Blend** node.

11. Hook the SPawnActor CameraActor node’s Return Value output pin into the Set View Target with Blend node’s New View Target input pin.

12. Hook the SPawnActor CameraActor node’s Exec Out pin to the Set View Target with Blend node’s exec in pin. Figure 20.11 shows the completed GameMode Event Graph.
13. On the toolbar, click **Compile** and then click **Save**.

14. Give the game another test run. At this point the camera should be looking straight down at your Pawn, which moves left or right when its input keys are pressed.

![FIGURE 20.11](image.png)
The finished Event Graph to set up a fixed camera in the Game Mode.

**Summary**

In this hour, you learned how to make a new UE4 project from scratch and how to get it set up with a custom level and a new Game Mode. You learned what Pawns and Player Controllers are and how to use them. You also learned how to disable the default movement of the DefaultPawn class and how to hook up your own movement and inputs through the Project Settings panel. Finally, you explored one way of setting up a fixed camera in a game.

**Q&A**

**Q.** Why should I put all the game logic in a Game Mode instead of in a Level Blueprint?

**A.** There is no requirement that game logic be put in one place or the other. Instead, it helps to think of the separation as a way to reduce repeated work later. All the logic that is shared between multiple levels should probably be put in a Game Mode or individual Actors, while level-specific logic (like triggers that cause doors to open or lights to turn on) should usually be put in Level Blueprints. You can choose to put everything in Level Blueprints, but if you decide to make a new level, you will have a harder time making sure everything works there and stays up to date than if you primarily use a Game Mode.
Q. Does a Pawn need to inherit from the default Pawn?
A. Not at all! DefaultPawn is just a convenience class, but all its features can be replicated with a bit of work. UE4 also comes with some other convenient Pawn classes, such as the Character class, which contains a Skeletal Mesh component and some logic dedicated to locomotion.

Q. Positioning a camera by inserting raw numbers is difficult. Do I have to spawn a camera this way?
A. No. Another option is to place a camera in a level and then reference it in level script when calling Set View Target with Blend. This brings the logic out of the Game Mode and makes it level specific, allowing easier artistic control of the camera.

Q. I don’t like the speed at which my Pawn moves. Can I change it?
A. Absolutely. To change the Pawn’s movement speed, open up the Pawn’s Blueprint Class Editor and select MovementComponent. In the Details panel, set the three float values that control the Pawn’s max speed, acceleration, and deceleration.

Q. Do I have to use only the single MeshComponent in the Hero_Spaceship Pawn Blueprint class?
A. No, you can use any number of components to define the visuals of a Pawn. If you are adding several components (or even if you are sticking with the single one), you might want to disable the physics simulation of your Static Mesh components. You can change the collision presets by clicking on the individual component and finding the Collision Presets property in the Details panel. Setting Collision Presets to No Collision ensures that it incurs the lowest physics cost possible. Make sure CollisionComponent has Pawn Preset and Generate Overlap Events enabled; if you don’t do this, in the next hour nothing will work. Also, if you disable collision of any individual Static Mesh or visual components, make sure the CollisionComponent’s sphere encapsulates your visuals.

Workshop

Now that you have finished the hour, see if you can answer the following questions.

Quiz

1. True or false: Pawns are Actors that players or AI control directly.

2. True or false: UE4 automatically knows which Game Mode to use by detecting it in the Content Browser.

3. True or false: Action bindings and axis bindings only work with fixed names such as MoveRight.

4. True or false: Axis bindings are for continuously pressed inputs like holding down a key or moving a joystick.
Answers

1. True. Any Actors in the scene that AI or players directly control are called Pawns.

2. False. The Game Mode must be set either in the Project Settings panel or the level’s World Settings panel.

3. False. Any string can be put into the input binding’s Name field and work. For example, you could replace MoveRight with Strafe.

4. True. Any time you need more input information than a simple on or off switch, an axis binding is what you should map your actions to.

Exercise

In this hour’s exercise, practice setting up new input bindings to control your Pawn, modifying your Pawn, and customizing your level. Hook the left and right movement of your Pawn to your mouse input, and add walls or other affectations to your level. Then make the floors and walls invisible. The following steps should be done in the same Project and Level made for this hour.

1. Select Project Settings > Input and in the Move Right binding found, add a new axis.

2. Set the new axis to Mouse X and the Scale property to 1.0.

3. Preview your game to see the mouse affect your Pawn’s location.

4. Select the MovementComponent of your Pawn in the Pawn’s Blueprint Class Editor.

5. Modify the Max Speed and Acceleration settings of MovementComponent to change how fast the Pawn moves.

6. Select the floor of your level and duplicate it several times by pressing Ctrl+W.

7. Position the duplicated floors to box out the left and right sides of your level and stop your Pawn from being able to leave the camera’s view.

8. Select all the duplicate floors and enable the Actor Hidden in Game property in the Rendering category to make all the floors invisible while the game is running.
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Camera group, 216–218
cameras, configuring fixed, 371–373
Cartesian coordinates, 37
Cascade interfaces, 162–164
Cast Shadows property, 82
Cast To Node, applying, 386–388
channels
green, 92
visualizers, 167
Character classes, 32
characters. See also Actors
abilities, 342–344
movement, 345
Skeletal Mesh Actors, 186.
See also Skeletal Mesh
Actors
Checkpoint_BP, 348
classes
Actors, spawning, 332–335
AIController, 31
Blueprint, 247. See also Blueprint class
Character, 32
ccontroller, 31
DefaultPawn, 365
defaults, 281
GameMode, 31, 32–33
HUD, 32
inheriting, 362
Obstacle, 378–381
Pawn, 32
PlayerController, 31, 365
Vehicle, 32
cleaning up old obstacles, 403
cloth, 224
CollectionPickup_BP, 349
Collision Enabled setting, 72
collisions
Actors, configuring, 271–272
hulls, 53, 59–63
auto-generating, 64
Convex Decomposition panel, 64
per-poly, 64–65
presets, 71
responses, flags, 72
Static Mesh Actors, editing, 70
Color Over Life module, 170
colors
base, 91
particles, formatting, 173
shadows, 153
combining Actors, 148–150
comments
boxes, 262
nodes, 262
scripts, 262
common modules, particles, 168–172
communities, 21
compilers, 246
compiling scripts (Blueprint), 246
components
Actors, 275
audio, 109–110
Blueprint class, 291–292
scripting, 253, 294–296
Static Mesh, adding, 279–283
tags, 350–351
conditionals, Blueprint scripts, 260–261
Config folders, 23
configuring
Actor collisions, 271–272
attenuation, 113–114
axis mappings, 367–369
Collision Enabled setting, 72
Default Game Mode, 34
defaults, 281
editor targets, 451–454
fixed cameras, 371–373
input
actions, 367–369
events, 369–371
keyframes, 210
Lightmass Importance Volume setting, 153
mobility, Static Mesh Actors, 67
Object Type setting, 72
packaging, 436–437
particles, materials, 172
projects, modifying, 6
resolution, 410–412, 424
sequence length, 207
shipping configurations, 432
spawning (Blueprint class), 329
start levels, 357
Timeline, 296–300
touch input, 454
variables, 302

connecting textures to layers, 131
Const Acceleration module, 171
constraints
  Actors, physics, 235–239
  applying, 234
Construction Script, applying,
  277–278, 314, 326–328
content. See also projects
cooking, 429–430
importing, 25–26
migrating, 27–29
Content Browser panel, 11
  filters, 29
Content Example Project,
downloading, 22
Content folders, 23, 25–26
content packs, 140
context, units and
  measurements, 42
continuity, units and
  measurements, 42
controllers
  classes, 31
  customizing, 361–362
controlling mass, 239
default classes, 281
Default Game Mode,
  configuring, 34
default Game Modes, 361
default levels
  creating, 357
  formatting, 141
default maps, adding, 425
defaultPawn class, 365
default Pawns, inheriting from, 362
default root widgets, 409
defining Skeletal Mesh Actors,
  181–186
density, 224
deriving classes, 301
Designer mode (UMG UI Designer),
  408–409
design requirements, arcade
  shooter games, 356
destructible, 224
Details panel, 9–10, 97, 164, 291
developing for mobile devices,
  441, 442
dialog boxes
  Asset, 27
  FBX Import, 187
  FBX Import Options, 189
diffuse. See base colors
Directional Lights, 80–81, 141
direct lighting, 75
distribution modules, 165
Door_BP, 350
downloading. See also installing
  Content Example Project, 22
  Launcher, 2–3
  Unreal Engine, 3–4
DPI scaling, 412–413
dragging and dropping textures,
  95–96
Drag Grids, 44
duplicating. See also copying
  Static Mesh Actors, 67
dynamic lighting, 76
edges, 53
editable variables
Show 3D Widget, 320
Static Mesh components, adding, 279–283
ingredients
animation, 206. See also Matinee
collisions
hulls, 60
Static Mesh Actors, 70
landscapes, 123–124
Editors
Audacity, 110
Blueprint Editor, 248–249, 289–291
Curve Editor, 164, 166–168, 212–213
Level Editor. See Level Editor
Material Editor, 91, 130
Matinee, 203. See also Matinee
modes, 9
particles, Cascade interfaces, 162–164
Persona Editor, 191–199
PIE (Play in Editor), 22
Sound Cue Editor, 110
Static Mesh Editor, 54.
See also Static Mesh assets
targets, configuring, 451–454
unit scales, 187
effects
Reverb Effects, 119
SubUV textures, 174–176
emitters, particles, 162, 164.
See also particles
Emitters panel, 163
Enable Gravity property, 227
environmental narratives, 140–141
Erosion tool, 128
Event Graph (Blueprint), 250

events
Actors, assigning, 272–274
adding, 256
Blueprint scripts, 252
buttons, scripting, 419
ForLoop, 281
input, configuring, 369–371
OnActorBeginOverlap, 272, 273
OnActorHit, 272
touch input, 456–458
Event Tick, 260, 304
execs, 251
executables
Android, packaging, 435
content, cooking, 429–430
formatting, 429
IOS, packaging, 435
packaging, configuring, 436–437
projects, packaging for Windows, 430–435
existing projects, migrating content, 27–29

F

Falloff menu, 129
.fbx files, 186
FBX Import dialog box, 187
FBX Import Options dialog box, 189
files
audio, importing, 110–112
.fbx, 186
textures, 95
types, 26
Fill World button, 123
filters, Content Browser panel, 29
first-person shooter games. See FPS games
fixed cameras, configuring, 371–373
flags
collision responses, 72
show. See show flags
Flatten tool, 128
float distributions, 165
Fog Actors, 155
folders
BP_Common, 345–346
BP_Levers, 349–350
BP_Pickup, 349
BP_Respawn, 348
BP_Turrets, 341–348
Config, 23
Content, 23, 25–26
creating, 26, 46–47
formatting, 23
InterfaceAssets, 413
Intermediate, 23
Maps, 358
raw asset, creating, 29
Saved, 23, 30
World Outliner, 46
foliage
applying, 133–134
placing, 135
force, 224
ForLoop events, 281
formatting
Actors, spawners, 397–403
arcade shooter games, 356–358
Blueprint class, spawning, 326
characters, 187
Content folders, 25–26
death states, 389
default levels, 141, 357
editable variables, 312–314
executables, 429. See also executables
folders, 46–47
    creating, 26
    raw asset, 29
health pickups, 391–397
instances, materials, 101–104
landscapes, 125–126, 130–133
levels, world building, 141–142
materials, 91–93, 96–98
particle colors, 173
projects, 4–7, 357
    blank, 24
    Blueprint, 23
    folders, 23
pulsing lights, 300
Sound Cue assets, 115–119
textures, 94–95
Widget Blueprint, 407–408
world beyond, 150–152
FPS (frames per second), 204
FPS (first-person shooter) games, 341
frames per second. See FPS
games
    arcade shooter, 355. See also arcade shooter games
default maps, adding, 425
project modes, 341
timers, 342
game-style navigation, 16
gloss. See roughness
GPU sprites, 162
Graph mode
    Persona Editor, 198–199
    UMG UI Designer, 409
Graph panel, 98, 115
gravity, applying, 459–462
green channels, 92
grids, 345
    snapping to, 43–45
    units, 42
groups, 47
    Camera, 216–218
    Director, 218–219
    Matinee, 208
hard drives, space requirements, 3
hardware requirements, 2
heads, shaking, 196
heads-up displays. See HUDs
Heal Damage function, 395
HealthPickup_BP, 349
health pickups, creating, 391–397
height
    maps, 124
    obstacles, placing, 388
help, 21
HUD class, 32
HUDs (heads-up displays), 342
hulls, collision, 53, 59–63
Hydro Erosion tool, 128
icons, assets, 27
IDES (Integrated Development Environments), 245–246
images, placing widgets, 416, 417
Import Animations property, 189
Import as Skeletal property, 189
importing
    assets, 413–415
    audio, 110–112
    content, 25–26
    Skeletal Mesh Actors, 186–191
    Static Mesh assets, 56–57
textures, 95–96
Import Materials property, 189
Import Mesh property, 189
impulse, 224
indirect lighting, 76
Inherent Parent Velocity module, 171
inheriting from default Pawns, 362
Initial Color module, 170
Initial distributions, 166
Initial Location module, 172
Initial Rotation module, 172
Initial Size module, 170
Initial Velocity module, 171
input
actions, configuring, 367–369
materials, 98
touch
configuring, 454
events, 456–458
types, 91
Inside Cone Angle property, 82
installing
Launcher, 2–3
Unreal Engine, 2–4
instances, 11. See also copying
materials, 101–104
Integrated Development Environments. See IDEs
Intensity property, 82
interactive transformations, 41
InterfaceAssets folders, 413
interfaces. See also Blueprint Editor
Blueprint Editor, 248–249
BPIs (Blueprint Interfaces), 247
Cascade, 162–164
Content Browser panel, 11
Details panel, 9–10
menu bars, 8
Modes panel, 8–9
modifying, 7
navigating, 7–12
Project Browser, navigating, 5
UMG (Unreal Motion Graphics)
UI Designer, navigating, 408
Viewport panel, 12
World Outliner panel, 9
Intermediate folders, 23
interpolation, 214–215
IOS, packaging, 435
IsVariable property, 410
J
joysticks, virtual, 454–456
K
keyframes, 210
keys, 167
KillVolume_BP, 349
L
Landscape button, 123
Landscape panel, 124
landscapes
applying, 123
creating, 125–126
height maps, 124
Manage tab, 124
managing, 127
materials, 130–133
painting, 130
shapes, 127
tools, 123–124, 128–129
volumes, 127
Launcher, installing, 2–3
Launcher_BP, 345
layers
applying, 48–49
textures, connecting, 131
layouts
interfaces, navigating, 7–12
UV, 53, 57–58
Viewport panel, 12
Learn section, 21
length, configuring sequences, 207
Level Blueprints, 247, 269–270
Actors
activating events, 283
activating properties, 273–281
assigning events, 272–274
assigning to reference variables, 274
collision settings, 271–272
components, 275
properties, 275–276
function targets, 277
Play Sound at Location function, 281–283
Level Editor. See also interfaces
navigating, 7–12
toolbars, 16
levels
Blueprints, activating particles, 176–177
default
creating, 357
formatting, 141
Level Editor, 7. See also Level Editor
overriding, 361
physics, assigning to, 224–225
playing, 16–17
previewing, 22
start, configuring, 357
Static Mesh Actors, placing into, 66
world building, formatting, 141–142
levels of detail. See LODs
Lifetime module, 170
Light Actors, 76
Light Color property, 82
lighting
adding, 153
building, 83–85
Directional Lights, 80–81, 141
Mobility, 85–86
Point Lights, adding, 76–77
properties, 82
pulsing lights, formatting, 300
Sky Lights, adding, 79–80
Spot Lights, adding, 78
Swarm Agent, 83
terminology, 75
types of, 76
world building, 152–153
lightmaps, 53
UV channels, 58
Lightmass Importance Volume setting, 153
Lightmass tool, 83
limiting editable variables, 283
linear, 224
lists, variables, 259
loading options (Matinee), 204
local axis, 53
local transformations, 41
local variables, 281
locations, particles. See particles LODs (levels of detail), 53, 125
looping, 117
maps
axis mappings, configuring, 367–369
default, adding, 425
height, 124
mipmapping, 414
Maps folder, 358
markers, time, 208
mass, 224
controlling, 239
Material Editor, 91, 130
materials, 53, 89
Actors
modifying, 277
resetting properties, 278
base colors, 91
creating, 91–93, 96–98
green channels, 92
inputs, 91, 98
instances, 101–104
landscapes, 130–133
metalness, 91
normal input, 92
outputs, 98
particles, configuring, 172
PBR, 90–91
Physical Materials, 230–234
pickups, creating, 392
roughness, 92
Static Mesh Actors,
replacing, 69
Static Mesh assets,
assigning, 59
value nodes, 99–101
Matinee, 203
Actors, 203–204
assets, applying, 220
Camera group, 216–218
Curve Editor, 212–213
Director group, 218–219
groups, 208
interpolation, 214–215
Matinee Editor, 206–207
Sound Track, 215–216
tracks, 209–210
measurements, units and, 42
menus
bars, 8
Blueprint Context, 251
Brush, 129
Falloff, 129
Start (UMG UI Designer), 413
systems, 425
Tool, 128–129
meshes
data, 162
references, modifying, 68
Skeletal Mesh, 181–186.
See also Skeletal Mesh Actors
skinning, 183
Static Mesh components,
adding, 279–283
Mesh mode (Persona Editor), 193–199
metalness, 91
mipmapping, 94, 414
missing bones, 190
mixing sound cues, 117
mobile devices
developing for, 441, 442
editor targets, configuring, 451–454
motion data, applying, 459–462
optimizing, 447–451
previewing, 442–446
testing, 441
touch input, 454, 456–458
virtual joysticks, 454–456
Mobility, 85–86
mobility, configuring Static Mesh
Actors, 67
models, viewing UV layouts, 57–58
modes
Default Game Mode, configuring, 34
Designer, 408–409
editors, 9
game, assigning, 224
Game Mode, customizing, 359–361
GameMode class, adding, 32–33
Graph, 409
interpolation, 214–215
projects, 341
views, 14–15
Modes panel, 8–9
modifying
Actors, materials, 277
interfaces, 7
landscapes, 125
mesh references, 68
projects, configuring, 6
Static Mesh assets, 54
modular assets, applying, 148
modulation properties, applying, 115
modules
Color Over Life, 170
Const Acceleration, 171
distributions, 165
Inherent Parent Velocity, 171
Initial Color, 170
Initial Location, 172
Initial Rotation, 172
Initial Size, 170
Initial Velocity, 171
Lifetime, 170
particles, 164
common, 168–172
Curve Editor, 166–168
properties, 165–166
requirements, 164–165
Required, 168–169
Rotation Rate, 172
Scale Color/Life, 170
Size by Life, 170
Spawn, 169–170
Sphere, 172
Modules panel, 164
motion data, applying, 459–462
movable lighting, 86
movement, characters, 345
Mover_BP, 345
Move transformations, 40
moving
Actors, 46–47
obstacles, 380, 381–384
Pawns, 365–366
disabling, 366–367
input events, 369–371
Static Mesh assets, 56–57
textures, 95–96
multiple cameras, adding, 217
My Blueprint panel, 250

N
narratives, environmental, 140–141
navigating
game-style navigation, 16
interfaces, 7–12
Landscape panel, 124
Level Editor toolbars, 16
Matinee Editor, 206–207
Project Browser, 5
scenes, 15–16
Static Mesh Editor, 54
UMG (Unreal Motion Graphics)
UI Designer, 408
nodes, 251
comments, 262
reroute, 263
value, materials, 99–101
Noise tool, 129
normal input, materials, 92

O
Object Type setting, 72
Obstacle classes, 378–381
obstacles
arcade shooter games, 377
cleaning up old, 403
moving, 380, 381–384
placing, 388
old obstacles, cleaning up, 403
OnActorBeginOverlap event, 272, 273
OnActorHit event, 272
operating system requirements, 2
operators, Blueprint scripts, 260–261
optimizing
mobile devices, 447–451
Pawns, 364
options
Mobility, 85–86
PIE (Play in Editor), 22
Orthographics Viewports, 12
outputs, materials, 98
Outside Cone Angle property, 82
overlaps, handling, 387
Over Life distributions, 166
overriding attenuation, 114
levels, 361

P
packaging
Android, 435
configuring, 436–437
iOS, 435
projects for Windows, 430–435
painting landscapes, 130
Palette panel, 98, 115
panels
Content Browser, 11, 29
Convex Decomposition, 64
Details, 9–10, 97, 164, 291
Emitters, 163
Graph, 98, 115
Landscape, 124
Modes, 8–9
Modules, 164
My Blueprint, 250
Palette, 98, 115
Tracks, 207
Viewport, 12, 97, 163, 292
World Outliner, 9, 141
World Settings, 225–227
particles
activating, 176–177
Auto Activate setting, 176
Cascade interfaces, 162–164
colors, formatting, 173
emitters, applying, 164
materials, configuring, 172
modules, 164
common, 168–172
Curve Editor, 166–168
properties, 165–166
requirements, 164–165
overview of, 161–162
SubUV textures, 174–176
triggering, 176
Paste tool, 129
Pattern_Projectile_BP, 348
PatternTurret_BP, 348
Pawn classes, 32
Pawns
controllers, customizing, 361–362
damaging, 384–386
default, inheriting from, 362
disabling movement, 366–367
input events, 369–371
moving, 365–366
optimizing, 364
PBR (physically based rendering), 90–91
Pendulum_BP, 345
per-poly collisions, 64–65
Persona Editor, 191–199
Perspective Viewports, 12
physically based rendering. See PBR
Physical Materials, 230–234
physics, 223
Actors
attaching, 235
constraints, 235–239
radial force, 240
thrusters, 239
applying, 223
assets, 185
body, 224
constraints, applying, 234
levels, assigning to, 224–225
Physical Materials, 230–234
properties for Static Mesh Actors, 229
simulating, 227–229
terminology, 224
World Settings panel, 225–227
PhysicSpawner_BP, 350
PhysicsPickup_BP, 349
pickups
arcade shooter games, 377
health, creating, 391–397
PIE (Play in Editor), 22
pins, 251
pivot points, 53
placing
Ambient Sound Actors, 113
assets, 147
button widgets, 417
foliage, 135
image widgets, 416, 417
obstacles, 388
props, 147
references, scale, 142–143
Skeletal Mesh Actors, 199–201
placing Static Mesh Actors into levels, 66
Play Cue button, 115
PlayerController class, 31, 365
players, customizing controllers, 361–362
Player Start, 366
play head, 208
Play in Editor. See PIE
playing levels, 16–17
previewing, 22
Play Node button, 115
Play Sound at Location function, 281–283
playtesting, 154
Point Lights, adding, 76–77
polygons, 53
positioning lighting, 86
post processing volume Actors, 155–156
presets, collisions, 71
previewing
  mobile devices, 442–446
  PIE (Play in Editor), 22
Print String function, 257
Project Browser, navigating, 5
ProjectileTurret_BP, 348
projects
  blank, formatting, 24
  Blueprint, formatting, 23
  C++, 5
  configuring, modifying, 6
  content, migrating from existing, 27–29
  Content Example Project, downloading, 22
  creating, 4–7
  Default Game Mode, configuring, 34
  folders, 23
  formatting, 357
  GameMode class, adding, 32–33
  modes, 341
  Windows, packaging for, 430–435
properties
  Actors, 275–276
    activating, 273–281
    Matinee, 204
  character movement, 345
  IsVariable, 410
  lighting, 82
  modulation, applying, 115
  particle modules, 165–166
  Required module, 168
  Sound Wave, 112
  Spawn module, 169–170
  Static Mesh Actors, 228
  visualizers, 167
  proportions, measurement of, 42
  props, placing, 147
  pulsing lights, creating, 300
resources, 21
respawn systems, 342
responses, collisions
  editing, 70
  flags, 72
  restitution, 224
Retopologize tool, 129
Reverb Effects, 119
ribbon data, 162
rigid body, 224
Rotate transformations, 40
Rotation Grids, 44
Rotation Rate module, 172
roughness, 92
R
Radial Force Actors, physics, 240
Ramp tool, 128
raw asset folders, creating, 29
references
  assets, 29
  meshes, modifying, 68
  scale, placing, 142–143
reference variables, assigning
  Actors, 274
Reference Viewer, 29
Reflection Capture Actors, 155
rendering
  Actor visibility, 270
  PBR, 90–91
replacing materials, Static Mesh Actors, 69
representation, adding without lighting, 153
Required module, 164–165, 168–169
requirements
  arcade shooter games
    design, 356
    identifying, 356
  hardware/operating systems, 2
  particle modules, 164–165
reroute nodes, 263
resolution
  configuring, 410–412, 424
  textures, 415
S
Saved folders, 23, 30
scale, 42, 142–143
Scale Color/Life module, 170
Scale Grids, 44
Scale transformations, 40
scaling DPI, 412–413
scenes
  foliage, placing, 135
  navigating, 15–16
  organizing, 45
  Point Lights, adding, 77
scope, establishing, 143–144
screen resolutions, 412
scripts
  Blueprint
    Blueprint Context menu, 251
    comment boxes, 262
    compiling, 246
    components, 253, 294–296
    concepts, 252–254
Swarm Agent

477

conditionals, 260–261
Event Graph, 250
events, 252
functions, 254–256
managing, 262
My Blueprint panel, 250
node comments, 262
operators, 260–261
reroute nodes, 263
structs, 258
types of, 247
variables, 257–258
Blueprint Editor interface,
248–249
Construction Script, 277–278,
326–328
overview of, 245–246
UMG (Unreal Motion Graphics)
UI Designer, 418–426

sculpting
shapes, 127
volumes, 127
Sculpt tool, 128
Section Size, 123
selecting Actors, 48
Selection button, 127
Selection tool, 129
sequences
animation, 185
length, configuring, 207
settings. See configuring
shaders, 89
shadows, 76, 153. See also
lighting
shaking heads, 196
shapes, 127
sharing attenuation, 114
shelling, world building, 145–147
shipping configurations, 432
Show 3D Widget, 320
show flags, 15
simulating physics, 227–229
Size by Life modules, 170
sizing textures, 94
Skeletal Mesh Actors, 181
applying, 199–201
defining, 181–186
importing, 186–191
Persona Editor, 191–199
Skeleton mode (Persona Editor),
192–199
Skeleton property, 189
skeletons, 184
skinning, 183
Sky Lights, adding, 79–80
Smasher_BP, 345
Smooth tool, 128
snapping, 146
to grids, 43–45
snaps, 345
tools, customizing, 45
sockets, 53
soft body, 224
sound, 109, 112–113. See also
audio
Sound Attenuation assets, 110
Sound Cue assets, 110
formatting, 115–119
Sound Cue Editor, 110
Sound Track, 215–216
Sound Wave assets, 110, 111
Spawn Actor from Class function,
328
spawners, creating Actors,
397–403
spawning, 325
Actors from classes, 332–335
Blueprint class, configuring,
329
Spawn module, 169–170
Sphere module, 172
SpikeTrap_BP, 346
splines, 127, 212
Spot Lights, adding, 78
sprites, 162
Start Awake property, 227
Starter Content, 5
start levels, configuring, 357
Start menus (UMG UI Designer),
413
static lighting, 76, 85
Static Mesh Actors, 8, 66–70
animation, 211
collisions, editing, 70
duplicating, 67
elevs, placing into, 66
materials, replacing, 69
mesh references, modifying,
68
mobility, configuring, 67
Physical Materials, assigning,
231
properties, 228
Static Mesh assets, 8, 53
importing, 56–57
materials, assigning, 59
viewing, 55
Static Mesh components, adding,
279–283
Static Mesh Editor, 54. See also
Static Mesh assets
stationary lighting, 86
Stomper_BP, 346
streaming textures, 415
structs, Blueprint scripts, 258
style, units and measurements,
42
SubUV textures,
174–176
Swarm Agent, 83
tabs, Manage, 124

tag
Actors, 350–351
components, 350–351

targets
editors, configuring, 451–454
functions, 277

Temperature property, 82
testing, 432
mobile devices, 441
physics, 224
playtesting, 154

textures, 53. See also materials
file types, 95
formatting, 94–95
importing, 95–96
layers, connecting, 131
resolution, 415
sizing, 94
streaming, 415
SubUV, 174–176

thrusters, 239
Timeline, applying, 296–300
time markers, 208
timers, 389

toolbars
Blueprint Editor interface, 163, 249
Level Editor, 16

Tool menu, 128–129
tools
Copy, 129
Erosion, 128
Flatten, 128
Hydro Erosion, 128
landscapes, 123–124, 128–129
Lightmass, 83

Noise, 129
Paste, 129
Ramp, 128
Retopologize, 129
Sculpt, 128
Selection, 129
Skinning, 183
Smooth, 128
Snap, customizing, 45
transformations, 39
Move, 40
Rotate, 40
Scale, 40
Visibility, 129
visualization, 15
World Outliner, applying, 45

TouchActivation_BP, 350
touch input
configuring, 454
events, 456–458

TraceTurret_BP, 348
tracks
adding, 297
Director group, 218–219
Matinee, 209–210
Sound Track, 215–216

Transform property, 189
transitions
interactive/linear, 41
local/world, 41
Move, 40
Rotate, 40
Scale, 40
tools, 39
types of, 41

Typo, 239

U

UMG (Unreal Motion Graphics) UI
Designer, 407
anchor points, 412–413
assets, importing, 413–415
Designer mode, 408–409
DPI scaling, 412–413
Graph mode, 409
navigating, 408
resolution, configuring, 410–412, 424
scripts, 418–426
Start menus, 413
Widget Blueprint, creating, 407–408

units
grid, 42
and measurements, 42
scales, editors, 187

Unreal Engine, installing, 2–4
Unreal Motion Graphics UI
Designer. See UMG UI Designer
UseKeyLever_BP, 350
Use To as Ref Pose option, 190
UV layouts, 53, 57–58
V

value nodes, materials, 99–101
variables
  Blueprint scripts, 257–258
  configuring, 302
  declaring, 259
  editable, See also editable variables
  exposing, 328
  formatting, 312–314
  lists, 259
  local, 281
vector distributions, 165
Vehicle classes, 32
vertices, 53
  skinning, 183
viewing
  collision hulls, 59
  curves, 213
  Reference Viewer, 29
  Static Mesh assets, 55
  UV layouts, 57–58
Viewport panel, 12, 97, 163, 292
Viewports
  scenes, 15–16
  types of, 12–17
views, modes, 14–15
virtual joysticks, 454–456
virtual machines, 246
visibility, rendering Actors, 270

W

Widget Blueprint
  adding, 424
  creating, 407–408
widgets
  buttons, 417
  images, placing, 416–417
  Show 3D Widget, 320
Windows
  projects, packaging for, 430–435
  requirements, 2
wires, 251
world building, 139–140
  Actors, combining, 148–150
  assets, placing, 147
  audio, 154–155
  blocking, 145–147
  environmental narratives, 140–141
  Fog Actors, 155
  framing, 147
  Level Editor, 7. See also Level Editor
  levels, formatting, 141–142
  lighting, 152–153
  Lightmass Importance Volume setting, 153
  modular assets, applying, 148
  post processing volume Actors, 155–156
  props, placing, 147
  Reflection Capture Actors, 155
  scale, placing references for, 142–143
  scope, establishing, 143–144
  shadow colors, 153
  shelling, 145–147
  visual complexity, 147
  world beyond, creating, 150–152
World Outliner, 141
  applying, 45
  folders, 46
  panels, 9
World Settings panel, 225–227
world transformations, 41